
 

 

 

LIVA - A new fashion ideology collaborates with  
Fashion Industry 

 

LIVA partners FDCI at AIFW to reach fashion designer fraternity 
Amazon India Fashion Week, New Delhi – 16th to 20th March 2016 

 

 
Mr. Samuel interacting with Designer Rohit Bal  outside LIVA Lounge 

 

Fashion is a creative self-
expression that prevails in a 
flexible society. Right from 
Fashionistas to local clothing 
arenas, all are influenced by the 
Fashion trends, artistic curations 
and inspirational designs. Fashion 
Designers are always looking at 
innovations in fabrics and fibers as 
to what new things they can 
create. Fashion Design Council of 
India - FDCI provides the perfect 
platform for representing, 
nurturing, promoting and getting 
extraordinary fashion talents to 
the fore.   

LIVA’s participation as the official partner in the Amazon India Fashion Week in New Delhi is an endeavor 
to bridge this gap and reach to the fashion designer fraternity 
  

 
L to R: Mr. Manohar Samuel, Mr. Dilip Gaur, Mr. Rajeev Gopal, 

Mr. Sunil Sethi & Mr. Ritesh Khandelwal 

Liva gives an opportunity to designers 
to explore themselves because it is 
really fluid. It enables them to use their 
creativity in whatever way they like. 
LIVA fabrics are ready for Fashion 
Industry with “Ready to dye/print” 
which have exceptional fluidity, & a 
natural base which is driven by fashion. 
Quality, innovation and service are 
three main mantras for LIVA to 
excel.  The brand LIVA is already tied 
up with 22 major brands and more are 
planned for the coming season. The 
AIFW, Delhi being a huge platform for 
the fashion fraternity, the participation 
of LIVA as the official partner revolves 
around 3 main objectives. 

Liva gives an opportunity to designers to explore themselves because it is really fluid. It enables them to 
use their creativity in whatever way they like. LIVA fabrics are ready for Fashion Industry with “Ready to 
dye/print” which have exceptional fluidity, & a natural base which is driven by fashion. 
  
1.       Liva fabrics for Fashion Industry – Availability of ready to dye /print which have exceptional fluidity 
are nature based and driven by fashion. 
2.       Promote Availability of Liva fabric in small commercial quantities through LIVA partners – Liva has 
tied up with two retail partners in New Delhi, Surat, Kolkata, Ahmedabad, and Hyderabad for smooth 
supply. 
3.       Showcase Liva SS 16 ‘& AW ‘15collections – LIVA has many attractions for brand & fashion conscious 
youth.  LIVA SS and AW collections offers 200 fabrics in each season designed in conjunction with WGSN, 
International Design Consultants and LIVA, led by global brands. 
  
Market research with designers, retailers and consumers has shown exceptional potential for designer 
wear.  
 
 



 

“Here at Fashion Week, we are connecting with all designers to resolve the challenge of design worth 
fabric availability. We shared our solutions with them,” said, Manohar Samuel, President, Marketing & 
Business Development, Birla Cellulose. 
  

 

 
Mr. Manohar Samuel with designer Narendra Kumar and others 

 

“Fashion Design Council of India – 
FDCI and Amazon Fashion Week 
provides the setup to collaborate 
with extraordinary fashion talent,” 
he added. “LIVA Accredited 
Partner Forum has really grown 
and is catering many domestic 
brands fueling manufacturing in 
India. The growth is very 
encouraging. We are collaborating 
with designer’s community in 
several ways. We connect with top 
designers at event like Amazon 
Fashion Week, other fashion shows 
and young designers through our 
event “LIVA Protégé’ informed Mr. 
Samuel. 

 

According to Mr. Manohar Samuel, “As one of the largest textile and fashion conglomerates in the country 
we believe that Indian fashion landscape is extremely dynamic and its talent pool rich and diverse. LIVA 
is a new age natural fabric and has been accepted well by the textile value chain.” 
 

In an effort to connect with the young budding fashion talent LIVA had provided a platform called LIVA 
Protégé. In its first edition, Liva Protégé 2015, a pan India designer hunt for recognizing India’s future stars 
in the field of fashion covered over 12 cities, top 50 fashion institutes and touching more than a hundred 
students across India. Liva Protégé was powered by Liva – a new-age fabric, from the house of Birla 
Cellulose, designed to infuse incredible fluidity into garments. It aimed to tap into the great Indian talent 
pool and ensure that promising fashion designers. Liva Protégé 2015 celebrated upcoming trend and style 
to recognize innovation and breakthrough talent on a national scale. The finalists belong to India’s top 
fashion schools, namely, NIFT, Pearl, BD Somani, NID and Raffles.  
 
The shortlisted designers represented a range of unique styles and talents with each of them having their 
own masterpieces to showcase on the final day. Birla Cellulose has even sponsored a ‘Natural Fibre Chair’ 
at National Institute of Designing (NID) Ahmedabad.  In addition to this, the company offers internship 
to 15 fashion students every year. 
 

Eco & Sustainable fashion has come to the forefront in the last few years, however for Birla Cellulose; 
sustainability is all about meeting present needs without compromising the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs. It is heartening to know that Birla Cellulose works towards this goal at every step 
of their existence.   
 

Birla Cellulose is a collaborative partner for sustainable business across the chain and work with leading 
global brands on sustainability programs.  Brand, Liva, which promises natural fluid fashion & high quality 
fabrics, is made using natural cellulosic fibres which are produced from wood pulp, a natural renewable 
resource. The pulp used is from trees which are specifically grown for this purpose i.e. more new trees are 
planted than trees are cut. It gives the earth a much-needed green cover, saves 6-7 times more land in 
comparison to cotton, and saves 3-4 times more water than usual. 
 

The information contained in this electronic communication is intended solely for the individual(s) or 
entity to which it is addressed. It may contain proprietary, confidential and/or legally privileged 
information. Any review, retransmission, dissemination, printing, copying or other use of, or taking any 
action in reliance on the contents of this information by person(s) or entities other than the intended 
recipient is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify us by responding to this email or telephone and immediately and permanently delete all 
copies of this message and any attachments from your system(s).  
 
 



 

The contents of this message do not necessarily represent the views or policies of Aditya Birla Group. 
Computer viruses can be transmitted via email. Aditya Birla Group Companies attempts to sweep e-mails 
and attachments for viruses, it does not guarantee that either are virus free. The recipient should check 
this email and any attachments for the presence of viruses. Aditya Birla Group does not accept any liability 
for any damage sustained as a result of viruses. 
 

    
                 Visitors at the LIVA Lounge                                    Designer Abhijeet Khanna at the LIVA Lounge 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


